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Executive Summary
With 4-in-5 people now using the internet to search for local businesses (Source: 
Google 2014), the explosive growth in mobile internet use (particularly in the 
local services market), and an increasingly ‘web savvy’ consumer, establishing an 
effective web presence has never been more important for companies 
providing cleaning services in both the domestic and commercial markets. 

Whilst there is a growing body of research in to the habits and expectations of 
consumers when finding, shortlisting and booking local businesses using the 
internet, there is little information as to how effectively companies are meeting 
these expectations on a practical level, particularly within the cleaning services 
industry. 

In this study TrustedCleaner conducted an extensive review of both the 
websites, and overall online presence, of 330 Australian cleaning services 
businesses. 

The results of the study clearly demonstrate a major disconnect between what 
cleaning companies are doing with regards to their online presence, and 
consumer behaviour / expectations. 

There is also a significant gap between companies who are maintaining an 
effective and active online presence, and those who are yet to adopt one. 

Whilst the study did identify a minority of companies who are following (most) 
best practices, and who had created a winning web presence which was 
obviously helping them to:

Get found online & attract potential 
customers to their website

Turn website visitors in to (pre-sold) 
phone calls and email leads

Keep in touch with existing clients and 
encourage them to use their services 
on a regular basis

Get more referrals
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However the majority of companies seem to be struggling with the basics, and 
it was concerning to see: 

1/3rd of businesses without a website

86% of businesses who don’t have a mobile friendly website

70% of businesses who are not displaying their phone number prominently 
(and the 27% of websites without a phone number on their homepage)

The cleaning industry is competitive, and consumers are becoming increasingly 
‘web savvy’ with higher expectations, less patience and no brand loyalty. An 
effective website, and online presence, is no-longer a ‘nice to have’ and should 
instead be considered requirement if organisations are to remain competitive, 
and stand out in a crowded marketplace.

Because this study focusses specifically on the cleaning services industry in 
Australia, the results will be help cleaning companies, relevant industry 
organisations, and companies who provide digital services (e.g. web design 
agencies), understand the current reality, and the disconnect between that 
reality and the expectations of consumers.

This study will be updated on an annual basis to track trends over time. 

About TrustedCLeaner
TrustedCleaner.com.au is a unique online 
service that helps consumers find, and book, 
experienced, reliable and trustworthy 
cleaning services businesses throughout 
Australia.

TrustedCleaner is committed to helping the 
best local, national, and franchised cleaning 
services businesses find, attract and retain 
new profitable consumers (domestic and 
commercial).
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Study Aims
The aims of this study were to:

Conduct primary research to assess the quality and effectiveness of the 
websites, and online marketing strategies, used by cleaning services 
companies in Australia

Compare the results with best practices and existing research in to both the 
habits and expectations of consumers

Highlight inconsistencies and gaps, and make recommendations to ensure 
cleaning services companies remain competitive, and meet the needs of 
‘web savvy’ consumers

Cleaning Services Industry
The cleaning services industry is large, fragmented and a very important part of 
the local and national economy. It is estimated there are over 15,000 
businesses, employing over 2.5% of the Australian workforce.

Companies range in size from sole traders providing services in their local area, 
to large national companies (and a number of franchise operations).

Due to the low barriers to entry, particularly in domestic cleaning, many people 
enter the industry, with no previous business experience or training. 
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Companies Included in the Study
This study focussed on privately owned and franchised companies who provide 
domestic and/or commercial (indoor) cleaning services.

This included: 

Companies were located throughout Australia, 
with the highest proportion being in capital cities 
and major metro areas.

Franchised businesses made up 34% of our 
study, with the remainder (66%) privately owned. 
In the case of a franchised businesses the web 
presence of the individual franchisee was 
assessed, rather than the franchisor.

72 companies
General cleaning services (providing a range 

of general domestic and commercial services) 

82 companies
Specialist commercial / contract cleaning 

companies

85 companies
Home Cleaning (including end of lease 

cleaning specialists)

91 companies
Carpet Cleaning companies (including rug, 

upholstery and tile specialists)

34%
Franchised
businesses

66%
Private owned
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Key Findings
The Basics

Websites V’s No Website

Over 1/3rd of businesses (37%) still don’t 
have a website

Almost 2/3rds (63%) have a website

This is concerning because: 

4 in 5 customers search for local 
businesses online (Google), 

56% of people wouldn’t trust a company without a website (Weebly)

The commercial/contract cleaning sector has a higher number of businesses 
with a website (72%), compared to domestic and specialist 
cleaning companies. 

Mobile Friendly Website

Only a small number of companies had a 
website which as deemed ‘mobile friendly’ 
(either a responsive or dedicated mobile 
website)

14% were mobile responsive 

86% were not mobile friendly

This is concerning because:

Mobile internet usage will surpass desktop use in 2014 (BA Kelsey)

50% of all local searches are performed on mobile devices (comScore)

88% of consumers who search for a type of local business on a mobile 
device call or go to that business within 24 (Google)

48% of users say that if they arrive on a business site that isn't working well 
on mobile, they take it as an indication of the business simply not caring 
(MarginMedia)

37%
No website

63%
Have a website

14%
Mobile
friendly

86%
Not mobile friendly

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/research-studies/how-advertisers-can-extend-their-relevance-with-search.html
http://www.weebly.com/power-of-sites/
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20120229005129/en/Localeze15miles-Annual-comScore-Local-Search-Usage-Study#.VAjwY_mSwmk
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20120229005129/en/Localeze15miles-Annual-comScore-Local-Search-Usage-Study#.VAjwY_mSwmk
http://googlemobileads.blogspot.com.au/2011/04/smartphone-user-study-shows-mobile.html
http://blog.marginmedia.com.au/Our-Blog/bid/87385/10-Mobile-Web-Design-Statistics-All-Marketers-Should-Know-About
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Contact Information

Phone Number

27% of businesses had no phone 
number on their homepage
Only 5% had a clickable phone number 
(important for mobile users)
70% of businesses with a phone 
number don’t display it prominently
64% of businesses with a phone 
number had no call to action (e.g. call to 
get a free quote / discount)

The commercial/contract cleaning sector has a higher number of businesses 
with a website (72%), compared to domestic and specialist cleaning companies.

These findings were similar to those published in other studies conducted in 
the USA, including the Small Business Call to Action study

The volume of websites with no phone number on their homepage was 
surprising, however even businesses who do include their phone number often 
don’t display it prominently, or provide a simple call to action to encourage 
phone calls. 

Email 

7% of websites had an email lead generation form on the homepage

49% of websites had an email contact form on their contact page

5%

27%

64%

70%

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
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Website Effectiveness
It used to be acceptable simply to ‘have a website’, today consumers’ 
expectations are much higher.  

Whilst website design is subjective, there are a number best practices which 
businesses should follow to ensure their website is easy to navigate, portrays 
the right impression, builds trust and generates leads.

First impressions count and it only takes 0.5 seconds for people to form 
an opinion about a website (TaylorFrancis)

75% of people make judgements about a company’s credibility based on 
the website design (Stanford University)

46 percent of consumers have cancelled plans to spend with a small 
business after discovering a poor quality website (1&1 Internet)

Websites were graded using an adapted version of the web credibility 
guidelines developed by Stanford University.

Website Design, Navigation & Ease of Use

A small percentage of larger city, state or national companies had invested in a 
well-designed, customer friendly website with clear navigation, however the 
majority of websites (especially those of sole traders) were slow loading, 
difficult to navigate and had a basic outdated ‘web 1.0’ design.

Some of these websites had been designed by the owner-operator themselves 
using a free website builder.

The study found:

Missing Pages (404 errors)

Flash based websites (not user or search engine friendly)

Auto playing music and animated backgrounds

Splash homepage screen with click to continue button to enter main site

Site built on domain name of a website builder 

One page websites with no additional content or 

Free hosting company or website builder 

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01449290500330448#.UctarJxDVI0
http://credibility.stanford.edu/guidelines/index.html
http://press.1and1.com/xml/article?article_id=1065
https://credibility.stanford.edu/guidelines/
https://credibility.stanford.edu/guidelines/
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Slow Loading Times

A fast website generates more leads, with 40% of people abandoning a web 
page if it takes more than three seconds to load - Econsultancy). Even one 
second delay in page load time can result in 11% fewer page views, 16% 
decreased customer satisfaction and 7% lost conversions. (TabGroup)

Website speed was tested as part of this study (using the Pingdom Website 
Speed Test Tool). Websites were tested on 3 separate occasions, with the 
average load time calculated. 

Results:

Under 1 Second: 15%

Under 3 Seconds: 47%

Under 5 Seconds: 74%

Over 5 Seconds: 22%

Not Accessible (website down or not 
available during the testing period): 4%

Whilst nearly half of all websites (47%) loaded in 
under 3 seconds, 49% of websites took longer than 3 seconds with 22% taking 
over 5 seconds. 

Corporate V’s Personal

Whilst adhering to good practice in terms of design, navigation and ease of use 
is essential, this does not mean adopting a ‘corporate’ look and feel. 

Studies show that people prefer to choose a small local operator where 
available because they provide a personalised experience, are reliable and 
provide superior levels of customer service. Whilst price is a factor, 62% of 
people in a recent survey said they would pay more to support a small business 
(AYTM Market Research).

Given this small cleaning services businesses should ensure their website, and 
social media profiles are personalised, individual and highlight the benefits of 
choosing a local operator. 

Under
1 sec.

Under
3 sec.

Under
5 sec.

Over
5 sec.

Not
Accessible

15%
22%

4%

47%

74%

Website Loading Times

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://econsultancy.com/us/blog/10936-site-speed-case-studies-tips-and-tools-for-improving-your-conversion-rate
http://www.tabbgroup.com/PublicationDetail.aspx?PublicationID=346
http://tools.pingdom.com/fpt/
http://tools.pingdom.com/fpt/
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Consumers-Favor-Small-Businesses-of-Their-Customer-Focus/1010771
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Credibility & Trust

Testimonials

32% of websites included one or more 
reviews / testimonials, but only 8% of these 
testimonials had a photo accompanying 
them 

9 of businesses surveyed (2.7%) displayed 
video testimonials on their website. 

Reviews and testimonials can improve website 
conversion rates and help to generate leads 
(BazzarVoice). 

The Local Consumer Review Survey in 2012 showed that 72% of consumers 
trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations, and 75% of people 
don't believe that companies tell the truth in advertisements.

Photo of Owner / Staff Displayed on Website

6% of websites had pictures of the owner / staff on their home page

12% had a picture of the owner/staff somewhere on the site

19% of carpet cleaning companies had an image of their truck (without a 
staff member)

Business owners seem reluctant to publish images of themselves (in the case of 
sole traders) or their staff on their website, yet the research shows that 64% of 
customers trust a ‘real’ photo v’s a stock photo (BrightLocal). 

It was concerning to see 3 times as many carpet cleaners deciding to publish 
images of their truck / machinery rather than a picture of themselves (or their 
staff). 

A ‘real’ photo humanises a brand, helps a potential customer get to ‘know, like 
and trust’ a business and see there is a ‘real’ person behind the brand. 

32%
Testimonials

68%
NO Testimonials

Testimonials Found on Website

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.bazaarvoice.com/research-and-insight/social-commerce-statistics/
http://www.brightlocal.com/2010/11/29/local-consumer-review-survey-2010-part-1/
http://www.brightlocal.com/2014/03/21/images-inspire-trust-local-business-website/
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Use of 3rd party logos and accreditations

Many of the cleaning companies included in the study are members of a 
cleaning industry trade association, have competed a nationally recognised 
qualification, have been accredited by an independent organisation (e.g. the 
Asthma Council) or won an award (e.g. WOMO Service Award). 

Displaying logos or seals from these organisation provides a 3rd party 
endorsement helping to build trust in the consumers mind. However very few 
companies display the logos / seals prominently, if at all. 

The study found that:

26% of websites included one or more 3rd logo / seal

12% of websites had a logo / seal on their homepage 

4% of websites displayed these images prominently

Website Content and Copywriting 

Website copy tended to be ‘bland’ and not personalised, and in many cases was 
very similar to the content on a competitor’s website. The majority of this 
content was probably written by a copywriter who doesn’t work for the 
company, and who doesn’t have a strong awareness of their unique selling 
proposition and brand personality. 

Unique Content: Personal ‘About Us ‘Pages, Case Studies and Pre-Sell Articles

Only a few websites featured case studies, personal ‘about us’ pages, ‘meet the 
staff’ content or articles to pre-sell and educate their potential customers. 
Commercial cleaning companies were more likely to publish case studies on 
their website.

Website Readability  

Research shows that most people don’t read all the words on a page, and 
prefer to ‘skim’ pages to pick out relevant words and headings (Nielsen Norman 
Group). However most of the websites reviewed contained large chunks of text, 
with very few sub-headings or images, making it harder for users to scan the 
page quickly. 

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.nationalasthma.org.au/our-community/our-initiatives/sensitive-choice-program
http://www.nationalasthma.org.au/our-community/our-initiatives/sensitive-choice-program
http://www.womo.com.au/about.php?opt=WOMO+Service+Award+Winners
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/applying-writing-guidelines-web-pages/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/applying-writing-guidelines-web-pages/
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Spelling Errors and Mistakes

The majority of the websites contained very few basic spelling errors, and in 
general the content was grammatically correct. 

Before / After Images

Many companies published ‘real’ (rather than stock) images to showcase their 
results (51%), usually in the form of before/after pictures. 

The use of before/after pictures was particularly common in the carpet cleaning 
industry, with almost 2/3rds of websites (73%) displaying them. 

These images are very powerful as they provide:

Visual evidence of the results the company has achieved for previous 
customers

Reassurance the company is skilled and takes pride in their work

Evidence to help back-up claims made in the text on their website.

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
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Active Website and Online Presence 
As well as reviewing the website for accessibility, useability and credibility, the 
study also took a closer look to see which companies are actively updating their 
website (usually in the form of a blog), and using 3rd party reviews, email 
marketing and social media marketing.

These techniques have been shown to help:

Generate awareness

Move potential customers further down their purchasing funnel

Stay ‘front of mind’ with existing customers 

Encourage referrals.

Blogging

In our study 9% of websites had a blog, 
however only 3% of companies had an active 
blog (updated in the past 3 weeks). 

An active blog helps companies to increase 
their search engine exposure, educate / build 
trust with potential customers, and keep in 
touch with their existing customer base.

Small businesses with blogs generate 126 
percent more leads than those without a 
blog (SocialMediaToday)

Companies with a blog have 97% more 
links than those who don’t (SocialMediaToday)

81% of online consumers trust information and advice from blogs (BlogHer)

61% of online consumers have made a purchase based on 
recommendations from a blog (BlogHer)

Companies that blog get 55% more web traffic & have higher search engine 
rankings (HubSpot)

3%
Regulary Updated

97%
Not Updated

Active Blogs

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.socialmediatoday.com/content/blogconomy-blogging-stats-infographic
http://www.socialmediatoday.com/content/blogconomy-blogging-stats-infographic
http://www.blogher.com/women-and-social-media-2012
http://www.blogher.com/women-and-social-media-2012
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/11414/12-Mind-Blowing-Statistics-Every-Marketer-Should-Know.aspx
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Email Newsletter

Research shows that: 

42% of subscribers are more likely to buy from a company after 
subscribing to their emails (ExactTarget)

7 in 10 people say they used of a coupon or discount which was in the 
marketing email (BlueKangaroo)

The average ROI of email marketing is $44.25 for every $1 spent 
(ExactTarget)

Yet only 8% of businesses in the study had an 
option to sign-up for an email newsletter on 
their website.  

Approximately half of these companies (44%) 
offered a discount / voucher in return for 
providing them with your email address (this 
is generally considered good practice) 

The study did not check to see if these 
companies are sending out a newsletter on a 
regular basis, nor did it assess the number of 
companies using email marketing to keep in touch with their existing client base. 

Social Media Presence

Only 32% of businesses had a Facebook 
page (that could be located), however only 
15% of these were deemed ‘active’ and 
many hadn’t been updated in over 3 
months.

The adoption of other social media tools 
was low, with a few larger companies 
maintaining an active twitter account, and 
a small number of companies linking to 
their LinkedIn profiles and YouTube 
accounts. 

8%
Email Newsletter

92%
No Email Newsletter

15%
Facebook page

75%
No Facebook page

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.exacttarget.com/Resources/SFF8.pdf
http://www.bluekangaroo.com/media/ChoozOn-Blue_Kangaroo_Survey_on_Marketing_Emails_August_2012.pdf
http://www.exacttarget.com/blog/50-email-marketing-tips-and-stats-for-2014/
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This is concerning because: 

More time is now spent on social media, than any other online activity (Reuters)

74% of all internet users are now active on social media (Pew Research)

The 45-54 age bracket is the fastest growing demographic on Facebook and 
Twitter (FastCompany)

Social media users are more active offline and have greater influence than their 
peers (Nielson)

Although the rate of adoption is low, there were some examples of companies, 
most of them in the carpet cleaning industry, of companies using Facebook very 
effectively. These companies post before and after photos, run special promotions 
and post interesting and relevant content to keep existing (& potential) customers 
engaged with their brand.

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/09/16/us-internet-book-life-idUSSP31943720080916
http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheets/social-networking-fact-sheet/
http://www.fastcompany.com/3021749/work-smart/10-surprising-social-media-statistics-that-will-make-you-rethink-your-social-stra
http://www.nielsen.com/
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Online Review Strategy

Many online directories now allow existing customers to publish ratings and 
reviews of their experiences.

We found that of the 330 companies surveyed, 65% had no reviews (on the major 
3rd party review/directory websites: TrueLocal, YellowPages, LocalDirectories, 
WOMO & Google).

Of the companies who have received reviews:

60% had an average score or 4 or more (out of 5)

14% had more than 5 reviews

19% have responded to either a negative or positive review

This is concerning because:

A recent study (2013) by Dimensional Research showed that:

75% of respondents reported reading reviews 
online

90% of respondents reported positive online 
reviews influenced buying decisions

86% said buying decisions were influenced by 
negative online reviews

It is not known how many companies are actively 
asking their customers to leave reviews, however 
given that only 45% of companies have received 
them, it would appear that most companies are not.

35%
Reviews

65%
No Reviews

3rd Party Reviews

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.dimensionalresearch.com/
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Summary

This study demonstrates there is a clear disconnect between what cleaning 
companies are doing with regards to their online presence, and consumer 
behaviour / expectations. 

It also shows that there is a growing gap between companies who are 
maintaining an effective and active online presence, and those who are yet to 
adopt one. 

For example:

A company with an effective website is almost three times as likely to have an 
active online presence

A company with more than five online reviews, is more than three times as 
likely to have both an active blog and an active social media presence, than a 
company with no reviews

A company with an active blog is twice as likely to maintain an email 
newsletter, and have an active social media presence

Whilst conducting the study we identified a number of companies who are 
following (most) best practices, and who had created a winning web presence 
which was obviously helping them to:

Get found online & attract potential customers to their website

Turn website visitors in to (pre-sold) phone calls and email leads

Keep in touch with existing clients and encourage them to use their services 
on a regular basis

 Get more referrals

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
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However there are the significant number of companies who haven’t got the 
basics right yet, and we are particularly concerned about the:

1/3rd of businesses without a website

86% of businesses who don’t have a mobile friendly website

70% of businesses who are not displaying their phone number prominently 
(and the 27% of websites without a phone number on their homepage)

These statistics are especially worrying when you consider (and the current 
trends are predicted to continue):

4-in-5 people now using the internet to search for local businesses

Mobile internet use is set to exceed desktop usage in 2015

Consumers using the internet are becoming less forgiving, have higher 
expectations and are increasingly less loyal

In 2014, an effective website and active online presence should be considered a 
requirement for any cleaning company who wants to remain competitive.

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
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Recommendations

A set of recommendations have been published, based on the findings of this 
study, which can be viewed on the TrustedCleaner website 
(http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au).

These recommendations will help any cleaning services company, large or 
small, create an effective website and online presence which generates quality 
leads, encourages repeat bookings and produces referrals. 

Fortunately meeting consumers’ expectations online, and getting found doesn’t 
need to be expensive, or take up a massive amount of time, yet the impact to a 
business can be significant.

They are designed to be low cost, and can be implemented quickly (even by 
companies without a dedicated marketing team or external agency). 

Find Out More

Website: http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au

Email: info@trustedcleaner.com.au

Phone: 1300 656 447

http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
http://www.trustedcleaner.com.au/
mailto:info@trustedcleaner.com.au

